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MILENSA TRADING
Milensa Trading (Go4Wipe)
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Item: Go4Wipe Cleaning Product
Important
Before cleaning any product or object follow cleaning procedure of the product or object manufacturer. If there is
any doubt, please follow manufacturer guidelines.

Cleaning facts of Go4Wipe
Go4Wipe is developed to clean very sensitive surfaces like LCD panels, but also LCD internals, like light diffuser
polarizer and coated LCD panels. Go4Wipe can be used safely for Optical Touch technology, Infra Red technology,
Surface acoustic wave technology, Resistive technology, Projected Capacitive Technology, etc. All Touch devices can
be cleaned safely with Go4Wipe.
Go4Wipe is safe to use for LCD surfaces with and without anti reflective coatings, lenses with special coatings,
glasses with UV and AR coatings.
Go4Wipe can be used for all shiny surfaces. Not for natural wood or fabrics, because Go4Wipe has a red, for
health harmless, coloring agent which can leave its red color behind. The coloring agent is harmless, it is also used
in the food industry. The coloring agent is easily washed out.
Go4Wipe cleans, disinfects (removes bacteria) and leaves a streak free result, using a minimum of fluid.
How to clean
Cleaning LCD Monitor / TV:
Spray Go4Wipe direct on the display surface and use a soft non-abrasive cloth to clean the surface. It is not
necessary to wipe the screen fully dry, the remainder after proper cleaning wipes will vanish streak free in a few
seconds.
Cleaning Smartphone or tablet:
Spray Go4Wipe direct on the display surface, but DO NOT spray directly into openings like speaker or microphone
openings. Use a soft non-abrasive cloth to clean the surface. It is not necessary to wipe the screen fully dry, the
remainder after proper cleaning wipes will vanish streak free in a few seconds.
All shiny surfaces:
Spray Go4Wipe direct on the product surface, but DO NOT spray directly into openings that reach to the electronic
internals. Use a soft non-abrasive cloth to clean the surface. It is not necessary to wipe the screen fully dry, the
remainder after proper cleaning wipes will vanish streak free in a few seconds.
Direct on cloth:
If there is any doubt to spray Go4Wipe directly on the product because of openings or combined with natural
products without protective layer. Spray Go4Wipe on a cloth and clean only the part where Go4Wipe is allowed.
NO DRIP:
Go4Wipe NO DRIP is developed for all products where running of fluid is not desired. It sticks to the surface and
may run a little bit when too much is applied.
By doubt:
If there is any doubt if Go4Wipe can be used there are two options:
1. Try Go4Wipe on a small part on own risk.
2. Contact contact.eu@go4wipe.com and give a small description of what you want to clean and put attach
a picture of the product you want to clean. Leave your name and telephone number and we will get back
to you a.s.a.p.
This information is offered in good faith and Milensa trading cannot been hold liable for improper use of Go4Wipe.
Go4Wipe is in use for more than 6 years and never received any complaints. Not on lack of quality, inconsistency
between deliveries or any damage by using Go4Wipe.
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